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ABSTRACT

This study aims to examine whether there is a significant difference between the effectiveness of worked examples with voice notes and worked examples without voice notes and their relations with computational thinking skills. Both learning strategies were implemented in the derivative of polynomial algebraic function learning. This quasi-experimental study involved 62 students and employed a pre-test and post-test non-equivalent control group design via WhatsApp group. Data were analyzed using ANCOVA with student initial ability measured during the pretest as the covariate. The study empirically proved that there is a significant difference in terms of the effectiveness of both learning strategies viewed from student cognitive load. Worked example without voice notes was more effective and makes students have less cognitive load during learning. In addition, there was no significant difference in the effectiveness of learning strategies in terms of computational thinking skills. This study showed that adding voice notes may lead to redundancy effects, hence the use voice notes with worked examples should be thoroughly considered.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The spread of the COVID-19 virus in all countries in the world has an impact on many aspects including education. The distance learning has become the best mode of learning during the pandemic, and though it has ended, the learning mode is still applied using many choices of online platforms. Online learning is conducted using certain learning methods that are under the conditions and situations where the students live albeit in distance. Several examples of online learning have been reported. Alaby (2020) suggested online learning applications and platforms support teaching-learning processes, such as WhatsApp, Edmodo, Google Meet, Zoom, Google Classroom, etc. Sahidillah and Miftahurrisqi (2019) stated that WhatsApp groups are one of the main choices used by several schools to carry out effective and affordable learning activities.

This application provides various features that support online learning activities such as group discussions and chat features that allow us to send voice recordings. In the WhatsApp application, users may send texts, pictures, videos, messages, voice messages, and documents in several formats (pptx, docx, xlsx, pdf). Fauziah and Sukasno (2015) pointed out that the changes in paradigms in the learning process provide opportunities for teachers to use and develop various approaches with the orientation of developing students’ abilities and skills. The learning activities are expected to involve students actively. It also should be oriented to the core of the learning process and the acquisition of the mathematics concepts. Evenmore, varied activities should be provided to improve students’ higher-order thinking skills.

It is widely agreed that the understanding of concepts in the cognitive aspects is one of the aims of the mathematics teaching-learning process. Students should have a meaningful understanding of concepts and be active in gaining new knowledge from experiences and knowledge possessed (Sweller, 2020). The indicators of understanding are students’ abilities to restate the concepts of a series of words, identify or give examples of a concept, and apply/use the right concept in various conditions.

Worked examples efficiently provide problem-solving schemes that might not be stored yet in student’s long-term memory and thus, have a significant impact on lowering cognitive load. Nurazizah et al. (2020), Chen et al. (2020), and Retnowati et al. (2010) indicate that worked examples strategy may reduce the difficulties in learning mathematics as this strategy may support initial cognitive acquisitions and give a preview of concept implementation and mathematics theories. In addition, Mufidah (2019) states that during teaching-learning processes using worked examples, mathematics understanding ability may improve and be in the high category as students get used to solve their problems independently, have initiative, and be not dependent on other people. Worked example is a cognitive load theory-based learning design that can be applied to teach problem-solving (Sweller, 2020). Students’ mathematical understanding ability in worked example learning is higher than their ability when taught using guided discovery and scientific learning.

Worked examples may provide opportunities for early learners to improve the quality of knowledge obtained from the examples. This is in line with Azizah et al. (2020) who stated that in work examples, students do not need to do trial-error activities because guided discovery and scientific learning trial-error activity cause a massive cognitive load on the working memory. Moreover, Sweller (2020) stated that cognitive load theory emphasizes instructional design to reduce the complexity of unnecessary information to reduce the load on working memory when acquiring new knowledge. Sweller explained that the total cognitive load, consisting of intrinsic and extraneous cognitive content, should not exceed the
capacity of working memory. If the total cognitive load is too high, information processing lags, and learning may stop. If the intrinsic cognitive load is high, the level of extraneous cognitive load can be critical. Working memory storage and processing capabilities alternate with each other. When the memory load increases above the limit, one’s performance may decrease.

Understanding a concept is not merely understanding information, but students can interpret and then change and manage the information received into a series of words or other forms so that students are supported in solving problems that are considered difficult. However, according to Khotimah et al. (2016), there were found still many students who find difficulties in understanding mathematical concepts. Furthermore, Retnawati et al. (2017) analysed that there were many students who has lack of transfer ability of their pre-mathematics concepts. These students are not only failed able to redefine concepts with their own set of words and understand the mathematical concept but also to use them into different contexts.

Apriliyanto (2019) stated that conceptual errors in problem-solving are very dominant as students tend to memorize rather than comprehensively understand the concepts to relate them with previously owned concepts. Hasanah (2019) stated that the factors that cause difficulties in understanding and solving advanced problems such as in derivative algebraic functions. This topic is related to arithmetic mastering however many students are not easily able to analyze algebraic function derivation techniques, because do not use the basic concepts of derivatives, and the flow of solving algorithms correctly, make mistakes in completing the reduction procedure, and rush in working out the tasks. Then, some further skills are difficult to possess because students do not understand the mathematics operations well, and there might also mistakes in counting numbers and variables. Moreover, students’ lack of information is caused by mistakes when reading and interpreting questions, making mathematics models properly or manipulating algebraic, and implementing the concepts of the correct derivative.

Some mistakes made students might be unable to get into the algorithm level in computational thinking. Supiarmo et al. (2021) argued that scaffolding can help the computational thinking process through questions, instructions, reminders, directions, or encouragement. The worked examples might be seen as scaffolding since they provides an overview of possible ways of solving problems in complete, algorithmic, and logical structure. The worked example instruction ask students to study the worked example first, and then to solve the pair problems independently. However, most worked example studies, the learning mode is conducted face-to-face. Such modification in the activity which in this present study is examined is that when the worked examples are studied online through a popular chatting platform, namely WhatsApp group. In this platform, a voice note tool is available and being frequently used among students. The current study compared the worked examples with or without voice notes. With voice more, students receive learning materials both written a worked example and the verbalize version of the worked example.

Moreno and Mayer (2002) stated that verbal redundancy is the simultaneous presentation of texts and narratives containing the same information in different modes of presentation. Multimedia design should provide verbal explanation via text, audio (voice recorder), or both. An effective technique for presenting learning material is to use auditory and visual media simultaneously. Then, according to Moreno and Mayer, both not required musical and voice effects may interfere with the auditory canal and reduce effective working memory capacity, thus leading to core material acquisition. This also leads to less working memory to be built to develop coherent verbal representation and connect with other representations.
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therefore, learning materials should complement each other. Specifically, they focused on relevant words from presented texts and narratives, as well as relevant pictures and illustration. They also covered some activities, such as arranging words into coherent verbal coherently, arranging pictures into coherent coherently, and integrating figures and words with possessed knowledge to eliminate redundancy.

Voice notes may become a choice to present materials to students through WhatsApp groups as the voice note feature may help students focus on one screen display that contains learning media, such as pictures, file handouts, and student worksheets. This feature may avoid split attention. Sweller (2020) mentioned the effect of split attention occurs when two or more information sources are processed simultaneously to understand the information presented. Although mathematics formulas might be difficult, when the formulas read by teachers, it is hypothesised that then the formulas might be easily understood. Moreover, voice notes in the learning platform may help students during learning, as the recording can be replayed in their own time. Indeed the Whatsapp group also provides a video call tool for more interactive communication between teacher and students, however students may have problems with unstable connection and more quota for online learning (Yulistyanti et al., 2021). As a result, the teaching-learning processes may not be optimally conducted.

This study aims to examine whether there is a significant difference in terms of the effectiveness of worked examples without voice notes and worked examples with voice notes viewed from students' cognitive load and computational thinking skills. After the difference between worked examples with or without voice, notes is revealed, teachers may decide which strategy is better applied. It is important that teachers are informed empirical data of the right strategy to be implemented in classes by considering both cognitive load and computational thinking skills.

2. METHOD

2.1. Research Design

This quasi-experimental research used an authentic classroom that had used Whatsapp platform for the main communication during the study was conducted.

This study was conducted in one public senior high schools in Yogyakarta, Indonesia. The teaching schedule and number of participants is presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Day/Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Introductory</td>
<td>Friday, 5 February 2021</td>
<td>07.30-09.00</td>
<td>XI MIPA 1</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XI MIPA 2</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Acquisition</td>
<td>Friday, 19 February 2021</td>
<td>07.30-09.00</td>
<td>XI MIPA 1</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XI MIPA 2</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Research Subject

The participating school in this study had six classes consisting of four Mathematics and Natural Sciences and two Social Studies classes. As many as 210 students were in the school, and by the expected error rate is 10%, the number of samples calculated using the Slovin formula is presented in Equation [1].
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\[ n = \frac{210}{210(0.1)^2 + 1} = 67.74193 \approx 70 \] (1)

Based on the calculations, the expected number of participants is 70. Using a random sampling, two among six classes was recruited. As many as 36 students were selected from XI MIPA 1, and they were taught without voice notes, and 34 students selected from XI MIPA 2 were taught using worked examples with voice notes. However, eight students from XI MIPA 2 did not participate in all learning phases, so there were only 26 students. The number of participants in this study was 62.

2.3. Research Procedure

This study went through three stages, namely preparation, implementation, and report development. In terms of operation, this study made use of the pre-test – post-test non-equivalent control group design (see Table 2). Description for Table 2 is in Table 3. This research was conducted following the lesson plan designed. We carried out the pretest to recall students’ knowledge of the limits of polynomial algebra function material. The experiment was initially conducted for only six hours, but then the school provided four hours for assignments done at home. The first meeting was held in 2 meeting hours [2×45 minutes] for the pre-test, learning prerequisite material (limits of polynomial algebraic functions) and presenting definitions of derivatives of polynomial algebraic functions, as well as assignments to finish home [2×45 minutes].

The second meeting was held in 2 hours [2×45 minutes] to discuss derivative properties of polynomial algebraic functions, second derivatives of polynomial algebraic functions, and enrichment material to be completed at home [2×45 minutes]. These materials were provided in a worksheet consisting of worked examples and paired problem solvings, and a handout consisting of some explanations about the concepts with figures, and video links on YouTube. These materials were sent through the whatsapp groups, either only in written messages or with voice notes. The third meeting was a post-test on the derivatives of polynomial algebraic functions conducted in 2 hours [2×45 minutes].

Table 2. The experiment design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th>Post-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( E_A )</td>
<td>( A )</td>
<td>( Y_{A1} )</td>
<td>( Y_{A2} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_B )</td>
<td>( B )</td>
<td>( Y_{B1} )</td>
<td>( Y_{B2} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Description of the symbol used in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( E_A )</td>
<td>The experimental class taught using worked examples without voice notes [XI MIPA 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_B )</td>
<td>The experimental class taught using worked examples with voice notes [XI MIPA 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A )</td>
<td>Worked example learning strategy without voice note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B )</td>
<td>Worked example learning strategy with voice note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Y_{A1} )</td>
<td>Pre-test of basic of polynomial algebra function material [XI MIPA 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Y_{B1} )</td>
<td>Pre-test of basic of polynomial algebra function material [XI MIPA 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Y_{A2} )</td>
<td>Post-test on computational thinking skills in limits of polynomial algebra function material [XI MIPA 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Y_{B2} )</td>
<td>Post-test on computational thinking skills in limits of polynomial algebra function material [XI MIPA 2]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Learning activities were carried out through two different WhatsApp groups. In experimental class 1 WhatsApp group and online chat features were used. Then, experimental class 2 was taught using WhatsApp group and voice notes, in which the online chat and voice notes were sent to students in the form of instructions and explanations. Each experimental class focused on one learning media only: experimental class 1 used the online written chat while experimental class 2 used voice notes only.

This was done to make students stay focused on the messages. In addition, because learning activities in both classes were carried out at the same time, there were two instructors who monitored the teaching-learning process and sent the learning instructions in sequence as prepared by the researchers including that the voice notes were recorded in advanced prior the experiment was conducted. When a student asked a question in experimental class, the instructors would provide an answer or explanation of the material that will be sent back to the student in the form of written only or voice notes. The chart of the learning procedure is presented in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. The scheme of research procedure.](image)

2.4 Data Collection Technique

The instruments to collect the data in this study are explained below.

(i) Observation sheets were made and distributed to each mathematics teachers during learning. This instrument included several statements on teacher activity and students during the class, including the introduction, core, and closing activities. The observation data was used to oversee whether the learning procedure is applied as planned.

(ii) The test contained essay questions about the limits of polynomial algebraic functions (for the pre-test) and the derivatives of polynomial algebraic functions (for the post-test).
The hypothesis testing was performed using ANCOVA and when interaction effects are found, independent samples t-test was used. The decisions taken based on ANCOVA results are explained as follows.

$H_0$ is rejected if the value of Sig. learning strategy is less or equal than 0.05, meaning there is a significant difference in the effectiveness of the two types of learning strategies. When there are significant differences, the means and standard of deviation scores were used to determine which learning strategies are more effective.

There were two dependant variables measured:

(i) Cognitive load. A subjective rating (asking the level of difficulty) in a 9-point Likert’s scale was given on every problem solving during the tests. If the mean value of the cognitive load is lower and the standard deviation is lower in one experimental class, the class implements a more effective learning strategy. The low value of cognitive load indicates that students do not experience any cognitive overload.

(ii) Computational Thinking Skill. All questions in the computational thinking test may be categorised as higher cognitive level than those given during the acquisition phase. Six components in each answer were scored: includes (i) problem formulation by utilizing technology to solve it, (ii) logically compiling and analyzing data, (iii) abstraction through data representation, models, and simulation, (iv) automation of algorithms, (v) improving planning through efficient steps, and (vi) generalizing the problem-solving process. If the mean value of computational thinking skills measured in the post-test is higher and the standard deviation is smaller in one of the experimental classes, then that class has a more effective learning strategy.

$H_0$ is accepted if the value of Sig. learning strategy is greater than 0.05 so there is no significant difference in the effectiveness of the two types of learning strategies. Since there is no significant difference, it is not necessary to review the mean and standard deviation of the results of descriptive cognitive load analysis and computational thinking ability tests.

A partial eta squared ($\eta_p^2$) which has a great influence on student cognitive load and computational thinking skills were calculated by controlling the students' pretest learning achievement. Table 4 is the category of the effect size as suggested by Cohen (Lakens, 2013). Assumptions tests were also run using the Levene’s test for equality of variance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0.01 \geq \eta^2 &gt; 0.06$</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.06 \geq \eta^2 &gt; 0.14$</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta^2 \geq 0.14$</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. RESULTS

The observation informed that learning implementation using the worked example strategy with WhatsApp voice note in the XI MIPA 1 class and learning implementation using the worked example strategy without WhatsApp voice notes in the XI MIPA 2 class was 100% met the lesson planning. The percentages show that all learning activities in both experimental classes have been done following the plan.

3.1. The Cognitive Load Levels

There is a difference in the average cognitive load score, in which worked example strategy without voice note ($M = 3.244; SD = 0.797$) is lower than the worked example with voice note
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(M = 3.831; SD = 1.250). Then, to test whether the difference in the average cognitive load is significant, a statistical test is performed using ANCOVA. The following is a table of IBM SPSS Statistics 26 output results (see Table 5).

Based on Table 5, the Sig. value for strategy is 0.037. It is smaller than 0.05. This means that H₀ is rejected, so it can be concluded that there is a significant difference in the effectiveness of the two types of learning strategies in terms of cognitive load with an effect of 7.1% in the intermediate category. Because there is a significant difference, determining a more effective learning strategy may be done by comparing the results of descriptive analysis of cognitive load in terms of the mean and standard deviation values between the two experimental classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Type III sum of square</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Partial eta squared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corrected model</td>
<td>5.379</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.690</td>
<td>2.598</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>4.702</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.702</td>
<td>4.542</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.071</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mean value of cognitive load scores of students learning using the worked example without voice note (M = 3.244; SD = 0.797) is lower than the mean value of the cognitive load of students learning using worked example with voice note (M = 3.831, SD = 1.250). Therefore, the worked example strategy without voice notes tends to be more effective. The smaller mean value of the cognitive load score means that students do not experience cognitive overload and are easy to follow in learning activities. Then, to show whether pre-test data have an effect or not, an independent samples t-test is carried out. In Levene’s test for equality of variance, the Sig value obtained is 0.094, which is greater than 0.05. It indicates that the variance of the pre-test data in the two experimental classes is homogeneous.

Based on the independent samples t-test, the value of t-count is -1.361. This shows that the t-count is negative because the average value of the pre-test strategy of worked example without voice note (84.72) is lower than the average value of the pre-test strategy of worked example with voice note (87.92). Then, the obtained value of Sig. (2-tailed) is 0.178 > 0.05; it means that H₀ is accepted. Therefore, there is no significant difference between the average value of the strategy class worked example without voice notes and worked example with voice notes. Thus, it can be said that the pre-test data independently does not affect the results of the ANCOVA cognitive load test. The "significant difference" obtained from the results of the ANCOVA cognitive load test is not due to the difference in the pre-test score scale (1-100) with the cognitive load scale (1-9), but it is due to the original treatments of cognitive load data with no influence of pre-test data.

3.2. The Computational Thinking Skills Levels

To test whether the difference in the mean value of the computational thinking ability test was significant, a statistical test was conducted using ANCOVA. The following is a table of IBM SPSS Statistics 26 output results (see Table 6).

Based on Table 6, the pretest data function as the covariate, and it is found that the Sig. pre-test value is 0.111 (greater than 0.05). This means that H₀ is accepted, and it can be concluded that there is no linear relationship between the results of the pretest and computational thinking skills. Then, it is obtained that the value of Sig. Strategy is 0.298 (greater than 0.05).
This means that H₀ is accepted, and there is no significant difference in the effectiveness of the two types of learning strategies in terms of computational thinking ability with an effect size of 1.8% (low). Since there is no significant difference, it is not necessary to review the mean and standard deviation of the results of the descriptive analysis of the computational thinking ability test.

Table 6. Test of between-subjects effects of computational thinking skills.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Type III sum of square</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Partial eta squared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corrected model</td>
<td>114.584</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>57.292</td>
<td>1.617</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>92.968</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>92.968</td>
<td>2.624</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategi</td>
<td>30.039</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30.039</td>
<td>1.102</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. DISCUSSION

The ANCOVA tests revealed a significant difference in the effectiveness of the two types of learning strategies in terms of cognitive load with an effect size of 7.1% (intermediate). Because there was a significant difference, determining the effective strategy can be done by comparing the results of descriptive analysis of cognitive load (mean and standard deviation) between the two experimental classes. The average cognitive load of worked examples without voice notes was smaller than the same strategy with voice notes added. Therefore, worked examples without voice notes are considered more effective.

The initial ability of students regarding the limit of polynomial algebraic functions is stored in long-term memory. When students processed new information about the derivatives of polynomial algebraic functions, which was more complex, the working memory will automatically recall or retrieve the possessed knowledge related to the derivatives of polynomial algebraic functions including the basic limits of polynomial algebraic functions, algebraic arithmetic operations, factoring, elimination, and substitution steps. Then, with the knowledge they already have, students recognize and construct new schema between existing knowledge and new knowledge received. The initial ability in the form of prerequisite knowledge has an important role for students to build new knowledge. If students do not able to remember, connect or do not have any initial knowledge which is now a prerequisite, working memory will use random search to try the problem solutions and even struggle in making meaning of new concepts being acquired, and consequently students might experience cognitive overload.

This study proved that the worked example strategy with online written chat only was more effective because it can minimize redundancy and split attention so that students do not experience cognitive overload. Worked examples provide a significant difference when online learning activities using written media was used in terms of the cognitive load. Students are motivated to pay attention to written messages and instructions. The worked example helps them prepare for the assigned followed-up problem solving activities. Students are more active in thinking since the worked examples direct their way of constructing the new concepts. This process encourages students to understand the content of problem-solving accordingly, the learning activities become more directed and effective.

The worked example with voice notes seems likely requires visual senses to read the worked examples and auditory to listen to voice notes. These two psychological aspects were proposed so that the worked example works more effectively. However, the data indicated
that students who use voice notes experience a higher cognitive load than students who do not use voice notes. It might possibly due to redundancy where students need to think twice to match both media used. As suggested, redundancy hinders learning (Moreno & Mayer, 2002; Sweller, 2020). The voice notes were given along with the sections in the student worksheets and handouts for derivatives of polynomial algebraic functions. Students need to press the play button and listen to the voice note first, and then they should match the information provided by us in the voice note with the parts on the student worksheets so that they can follow the learning activities properly.

This activity somehow makes the students put less focus on the lesson, but perhaps, more on activities irrelevant to learning, such as matching the content between the given learning resources. Besides, there is a possibility that mathematics symbols and formulas for derivatives are very interactive yet abstract, causing higher complexity. This might have added that the voice notes provided not better than mere written texts which was prepared systematically presented to be easily understood. Another technical aspects, though not surveyed during the experiment, some students might have insufficient storage space in their cellphones, thus the voice notes might not be downloaded in full. This study suggests that teachers should be careful when deciding the use of voice notes with worked examples in learning on the derivative material of polynomial algebraic functions using online chat platforms.

The ANCOVA test results indicated no significant difference in the effectiveness of the two types of learning strategies in terms of computational thinking ability. In line with the results of this study, Sung et al. (2017) stated that there is no difference in the initial knowledge of students who do not have previous experience with programming tools or those who know programming concepts. Cahdriyana and Richardo (2020) stated that in learning mathematics, computational thinking skills can be applied by giving questions to students for practice. By doing so, students are used to thinking logically and coherently with clear steps and procedures (algorithms) to implement. Moreover, they may become familiar with calculations (computing) as well as determining the right strategy, and they are oriented to problem-solving. The ability to think computationally in solving problems requires systematic coherence so that no steps are missed in the compiled algorithm. Wing (2008) stated that computational thinking skills refer to the use of an approach to solve problems, design systems, and understand the behavior of students by referring to the basic concepts of computing. The current study informed that the computational skills might be developed using both learning strategies, worked examples with or without voice notes.

Guidelines for classifying computational thinking skills by Lestari and Annizar (2020) are presented in Table 7. Based on the results of the descriptive analysis, the average score of the pretest in the class taught using voice notes is 87.92, and the class's computational thinking skill average score is 91.69 (high). Then, based on the descriptive analysis, it is found that the average score of pretest in the class taught using chat only is 84.72 and its' computational thinking skill average score is 92.89 (high).

Based on the score category in the pretest and computational thinking skills in each experimental class, there is a significant improvement in terms of computational thinking skills when worked examples strategy is used either with or without voice notes. Noorfitriani and Rosyid (2020) stated that there is an increase in students' understanding ability in the high category. When taught using worked examples Figures 2 and 3 shows the students' works in each experimental class.
Table 7. The classification of computational thinking skills.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$66.7 \leq \text{Nilai} \leq 100$</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$33.4 \leq \text{Nilai} \leq 66.6$</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0 \leq \text{Nilai} \leq 33.3$</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was found that the students can break down the problem into a simpler form. The students can identify the function of $f(x)$ and $f(x+h)$ from the questions presented as a source of searching for the first derivative by the definition given. Then, the students can distinguish how to determine the first derivative of a polynomial algebraic function from its’ definition and the way the derivative properties of polynomial algebraic functions are marked by writing the first derivative formula.

The students also show the right steps to solve the problem. They are also able to use previous knowledge by limiting polynomial algebraic functions, breaking down the form of algebraic factors, completing calculations to final results, and making conclusions. This shows that students solve problems coherently, and the algorithm used is clear. These has added more empirical data to those previously found (Sweller, 2020) that the worked example based instructions, particularly for studying advanced mathematics material, could assist students to construct new computational skills.

Figure 2. The result of the post-test conducted in the experimental class (class without voice notes).
5. CONCLUSION

Worked examples without voice notes may improve learning an advanced mathematics. In this case, learning by reading the mathematics worked examples and listening to the voice notes simultaneously may cause redundancy and significant higher cognitive load. Although the long display of chat may result in split attention as students are required to frequently scroll the information up to reread the information given, the instructions, worked example and paired problem solving, assist students in learning. This study suggests us to be more considerable when adding verbal notes to written worked examples, particularly when the learning material is full of mathematics symbols and operations. Nevertheless, the study might direct an important followed-up research to be done that is how should advanced mathematics material could be learned more effectively when students and the teacher is in distance.
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